
Hypothesis not supported.
1. Speakers of different languages often produced both long and
short VOTs when pronouncing the same word.
2. Regardless of VOT length, listeners usually correctly
identified the target word.
3. /b/-/p/ targets were often misidentified, especially /p/.
4. Native language of the speaker also seems to play a role.
 Statistical models that capture this observation are
forthcoming.
5. Further testing of the points of the LFC seems to be
warranted.

Proportion correct identified as target for each of the 6 target phonemes.
 ANOVA with target phoneme as within-subjects factor and Proportion

Identified as Target as dependent variable shows a significant effect of target
phoneme (F=95.990, p=.000).  Pairwise comparisons: /b/-/p/, significant effect

of target phoneme (F=77.417, p=.000); /d/-/t/, significant effect of target
phoneme (F=12-420, p=.012); /g/-/k/, significant effect of target phoneme

(F=13-219, p.=.011)

General Results

For /d/-/t/ and /g/-/k/, the listeners were able to identify the
target word regardless of VOT.
For /b/-/p/, listeners were comparatively unsuccessful at
identifying the target word, especially /p/.
Results for /b/-/p/ noticeably different from /d/-/t/ and /g/-/k/ in
proportion correct and in pattern of identification.

Specific Results (see left)

Target "bees": words with a wide range of VOTs were correctly
identified as "bees" and words with a wide range of VOTs were
incorrectly identified as "peas". Spanish speakers were never
misunderstood.
 

Target "pet": words with a wide range of VOTs were
incorrectly identified as "bet". 
 

Target "door": most words correctly identified, regardless of
VOT. While most speakers produced short VOTs, Korean
speakers and Chinese speakers produced a wide range of VOTs.
 

Target "two": most words correctly identified, regardless of
VOT.
 

Target "got": most words correctly identified, regardless of
VOT.  Russian speakers consistently produced short VOTs
while Chinese speakers consistently produced long VOTs.
 

Target "cat": most words correctly identified, regardless of
VOT.  Speakers from the same language group produced vastly
different VOTs.

Discussion

VOT vs. selected word results for the target word "bees"

VOT vs. selected word results for the target word "pet"

VOT vs. selected word results for the target word "door"

VOT vs. selected word results for the target word "two"

VOT vs. selected word results for the target word "got"

VOL vs. selected word results for the target word "cat"

Results

Stimuli

Tokens gleaned from the Wildcat corpus (Van Engen, et al.,
2010)
Non-native speakers of different languages participating in a
picture-differences task
Number of speakers=22
The most frequent words containing /b,d,g/ and /p,t,k/ were
identified and one of each word was chosen for each speaker
when available.
VOT measurements were taken and compared to the results
from the identification task.

Listeners

Swedish-speaking listeners N=7
Word-identification task.  Example: heard a recording of "bees"
and chose between "bees" and "peas".
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Does VOT of /b,d,g/ and /p,t,k/ affect intelligibility in ELF?
Hypothesis: ELF listeners will identify short VOTs as lenis and
long VOTs as fortis.

Method

There are estimated to be more non-native speakers of English
than native speakers in the world (Lewis, et al., 2015), therefore
ELF interactions are common.
Little is known about what pronunciation features facilitate ELF
communication.
The Lingua Franca Core (LFC) (Jenkins, 2000) includes the
claim that the fortis-lenis distinction must be preserved on stop
consonants for ELF intelligibility.
However, the LFC is based on limited data (Seidlhofer, 2004)
and warrants further testing.
For native speakers, the fortis-lenis distinction is mostly realized
as Voice Onset Time (VOT) (Lisker and Abrahamson, 1967).
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